St. Lucia Volcano Tour & Mud Bath

The South Western volcanic coast of St. Lucia, Soufriere, beholds the most awe-inspiring sightseeing attraction on island.

Among Soufriere’s most famed attractions, the Soufriere Volcano is the sight most frequently visited on island. Soufriere Volcano attracts global visitors to its decayed odor, therapeutic mud baths, multi-colored mineral rocks and a highlight attraction of a basic day tour of the south west coast fishing village of Soufriere.

St. Lucia drive-in volcano is a must see attraction among Real St. Lucia Tours top 10 most incredible landscapes in St. Lucia. Tour St. Lucia’s volcano with the islands leading adventure company, Real St. Lucia volcano tour is not just another tour where you sit in a high-temperature vehicle while your guide point his hand out of the vehicle and talk excessively. The Volcano in St. Lucia is by far one of the islands top attractions.

Real St. Lucia Volcano tours are not just a stop and go visit, instead the tour contains a well informed history, guides explain the volcano’s importance to St. Lucia, its geothermal benefits, and give a vignette of all the scientific facts related. In fact while at the Soufriere Volcano you have two choices, to hike the volcanic trails with your guide or relax in one of the therapeutic mud pools.
Real St. Lucia Volcano Tour

Soufriere Volcano is best known as Sulphur Springs, and the world’s only drive-in volcano which consist of twenty-four steaming vents, discharging various minerals among them iron, copper oxide and magnesium.

Soufriere is home to the world’s only drive-in crater, this seven acre crater mined and exported an estimated 760 tons of Sulphur during the 1830’s. Soufriere volcano collapsed 40,000 years ago, but volcano’s last minor eruption was during the late 1700’s, which was an eruption of only steam, but not the more turbulent magma and ash.

Real St. Lucia volcano tour takes you on a trek through the extinct volcano, allowing visitors to get a bird’s eye view of the bubbling, steaming craters. Soufriere volcano is safe enough to explore, and take therapeutic mud bath in its black, mineral, warm water.

Visitors to Soufriere’s Volcano were able to walk directly over the craters, however this is now prohibited. Touring Soufriere’s volcano is also safer and more fun when accompanied by a guide. Sightseeing tours of the St. Lucia volcano is considered one of the top things to do in St. Lucia.

Although the Saint Lucia volcano, “Sulphur Springs” as the locals refer to it is open daily from 9am to 5 pm to accommodate all visitors and locals alike who prefer to take the more traditional hike and history from knowledgeable guides, others like to visit at dawn or dusk, when the sun is down to take a warm and relaxing bath.

During the wee hours of the day, or in the night the iconic volcano is an outdoor spa, where the atmosphere is airy, the warm, flowing stream is silky and rejuvenating, the black mineral rich mud is worshipped for its healing powers of any form of dermatitis, and privacy is never an issue during this time of day.

A tour of the St. Lucia Volcano is the top requested attraction for cruise ship visitors who come into the island for only a few hours to see the best sights and eat local food. Tour St. Lucia volcano and be sure to take a mineral memory back home with you.